
Hawaiians and Prepositions II—with Taylor Takahashi 
 
In the Hawaiian language, prepositions are commonly used to describe the location of 
people and objects. They can also be used to give people directions on where to go.  The 
Hawaiian prepositions are always placed before the object it is referring to.  An example 
of this would be the sentence, “Ua hele au ma loko o ka hale,” meaning “I went into the 
house.”  In this sentence, ma loko is the direction (inside) that is describing the direction 
in which I went.  The preposition is placed before the object that I went inside, since “ka 
hale” (the house) is used as the object in this sentence.  Other examples of prepositions 
within the Hawaiian language include ma waena (middle/between), ma lalo (below) ma 
luna (above), ma hope (after), ma mua (before), and ma waho (outside).  
 
Simple prepositions also exist within the Hawaiian language.  This type of preposition is 
commonly used to add detail and information about the relationship between objects 
and/or people.  Examples of simple prepositions include me (with), ko (of), ma (at), and 
mai (here).  These simple prepositions serve to connect words or phrases to each other to 
show the relationship of possession and place.   
 
Prepositions are commonly used in both the English and Hawaiian languages.  It is 
common to use both types of prepositions in a Hawaiian sentence.  If I wanted to say, 
“Odell and Hastings went above Smith office with Mr. Slagel,” I would use prepositions 
in the Hawaiian sentence and say, “Ua hele o Odell ame Hastings ma luna o Smith office 
me Mr. Slagel.”  This sentence uses both a regular preposition (ma luna) and a simple 
preposition (me).  
 

 
 
Taylor	  held	  the	  puppy	  biscuit	  in	  front	  of	  Odell.	  	  Just	  beyond	  his	  reach.	  	  All	  of	  these	  
prepositions	  will	  no	  doubt	  be	  in	  the	  police	  report	  they	  write	  in	  the	  emergency	  room	  

after	  Odell	  lets	  her	  know	  how	  he	  feels	  about	  clever	  reindeer.	  
 


